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COMPUTING COMMUNITY CONSORTIUM
The mission of Computing Research Association's Computing Community Consortium
(CCC) is to catalyze the computing research community and enable the pursuit of
innovative, high-impact research.
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SMART AND PERVASIVE HEALTH
WHERE ARE WE?

WE DO WE GO NOW?

Engineering and Technology
Drivers
• New capabilities
Systems and Scale
• Public to personalized health
• Resource allocation
Science
• Systems to Models
• Behavior Change
Impact and Barriers
• Evidence and Reliability
• Data Integration and Use
Disparities, Fairness
• All of Us

• What are the gaps?
• What would be a discontinuous
advance?
• What are our “orphan” diseases?
• Data analytics for n=1?
• Closed Loop. Automation
• Sensing. Modeling. Treatment
• Robustness and scale
• What are the barriers in our path
– Testbeds

END OF DAY 1 – WITH VOTES

COMPUTING ADVANCES:

HOLISTIC SENSING, ADVANCED ANALYTICS AND
COMPREHENSIVE DECISION SUPPORT
• How can we measure key environmental variables and infer a
comprehensive characterization of individual behavior?
• How can we model the effect of environmental and social
factors on behavior regulation?
• How do we capture and effectively model the context of and
around an the “hows” of health care delivery
• How can we support decision-making where prioritization of key
factors is critical to effective clinical care?
• How can we improve robustness and reliability of these systems
operating “in the wild” outside of the traditional confines of
healthcare environments?

COMPUTING ADVANCES:

HOLISTIC SENSING, ADVANCED ANALYTICS AND
COMPREHENSIVE DECISION SUPPORT
• Combining large-scale population “big data” with sparse
individual data, controlling for biases in each;
• Visualizing context-aware mix-modality data analytics and highlevel abstraction and summarization of large-scale, multi-modality
data with uncertainties;
• Designing time-series pattern mining methods to extract events
of interest from multi-modality data stream with varying
temporal granularity, spatial irregularity, varying reliability and
validity, and data incompleteness; and
• Developing provenance systems that capture both metadata and
annotations of the entire data processing stage to facilitate both
interpretability and comparative analysis;

COMPUTING ADVANCES:

HUMAN-CENTRIC SYSTEMS
Mixed Initiative Systems and Closed Loop Systems
– Dynamic roles and responsibilities (participant, providers, caregiver)
– Automation to informing human action for “closing the loop”
– Creating mixed-initiative and closed-loops systems typically involves choosing an
objective to optimize
Multi-Tiered Sensing, Modeling and Control Systems
– Adaptively selecting different models at different time scales and abstraction to
flexibly integrate multiple sources of data, from real time sensing to public health data.
– Enabling transitions for interventions that operate on population-based data to those
that gradually incorporate more individual data and shift to personalized models.
– Balancing tradeoffs in sensing, model prediction, data sharing, and privacy needs.
– Engineering systems to optimize resources across multiple data gathering, modeling,
and decision-making processes.
– Dynamically and iteratively gathering information as needed, such as incrementally
gathering contextual information as a person’s activity changes throughout the day.

COMPUTING ADVANCES:

HUMAN-CENTRIC SYSTEMS
• Modeling complex dynamical systems with uncertainties from multiple sources
to allow inference making in the presence of temporal and spatial
imprecision;
• Understanding how are inferences and predictions created, how is
uncertainty represented, and how can humans understand the rationale and
limits of these systems?
• Deriving predictive models that efficiently process multi-modality data,
incorporate multi-dimensional data analytics, and perform multi-variable
statistical inferences from “digital biomarkers” to facilitate decision making;
• Integrating analytical techniques (machine learning, deep learning, data
mining, Bayesian reasoning), and dynamical system and control system
theories with cyber physical systems for real-time control.

INTEGRATING ADVANCED COMPUTING
CAPABILITIES INTO HEALTHCARE DELIVERY
Distributed Coordinated Care Delivery
– Modeling caregiver capabilities and human limitations
– Modeling empirical workflows
– Dynamic scheduling and assignment
– Effective assistance
Just-In-Time Adaptive Interventions (JITAI)
– Effective dynamic interventions
– Balancing tradeoffs of action and inaction
– Incremental context gathering
– Training JITAI systems
– Interfaces to care networks

COMPUTING ADVANCES:

SECURITY CHALLENGES AND PERVASIVE
COMPUTING
• Safety: implantable medical devices
• Many points of entry: what is the weakest (device) link
• Many users (patients, care givers, healthcare providers)
– Role based models are too brittle; auditing capabilities
• Devices cross institutional boundaries (home, hospital, public
spaces)
• Privacy challenges abound

SUPPORTING NEW HEALTHCARE PARADIGMS

•
•
•
•

Value-Based Treatment Plans
Accountable and Patient-Centered Care
Informing Public Health
Decreasing Healthcare Disparities

CROSS CUTTING ISSUES AND
BARRIERS TO SUCCESS

• Infrastructure Challenges: Platforms
• Collaboration Challenges: Data, Expertise,
Personnel, and Interventions
• Healthcare Disparities
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